How to find a plane in the woods
The week ending Saturday the 23rd of March saw several less than successful “landings”. The week ended with
the sorrowful event of a plane wandering off into the woods on its own, like a lost child. The rescue party was
notified of the situation and was called to action.
It is always a good starting point when the grieving party can advise the last known course taken by the pilot.
“Which way did it to?” followed by “1 o’clock, toward that big tree.”
Which Way?

Per protocol, the search pattern included the entire wooded area between S Barker Cypress, the Equestrian/Bike
Path and west past Dick Scobee Drive.

After all, very seldom is the plane found where one thinks it went down.

True to form, the plane was found nowhere near where it should have been.

Where have planes been located? The Google Earth screen shot below lays out where some planes have been
found. Pins in BLUE have been torn apart with anything of value carried away, leaving only a carcass behind.
Those in RED have been recovered with most of the main components, before the thieves got there.
Blue pins with a number behind them represent items located from the air. Those with descriptions behind them
have been located while traipsing through the underbrush, before rescue flights commenced.

The search process is performed with an Inspire 2 flying at an elevation of 150’ AGL at 15 mph. The drone
carries an X4S camera, flies an autonomous search grid with a 30% overlap of photo coverage. Nearly three
thousand photos are generated during a “flight”. As long as the plane is not green, matching the surface, finding
objects while skimming through the photographs is not too difficult. Can you spot the plane from 150 ft?

The resolution is sufficient that zooming in provides sufficient detail to identify

Putting GPS coordinates recorded by the drone into a phone, one can walk more directly to the crash site. That
does not mean that recovering the plane won’t be challenging. Besides the thorns and heavy brush, there are a
few critters that can be encountered. One member has related his story of “5 while helping a friend.” A frequent
visitor to Scobee, known for wandering the area, was turned back due to “too many”.
The animals are not the only threat. Heat and dehydration have taken their toll, requiring emergency services
to be called in.
In this most recent cast, having coordinates of the location of the plane, the short distance from the end of the
runway, and a large amount of “open space” and existing “pathways” resulted in a quick in and out.

Nose down

back home

It is never pleasant to lose a prized possession, however there is some satisfaction achieved when it is
recovered. Trees and ground are not kind to balsa or foam, so the smaller the damage, the bigger the smile.
The only joy gained by this search story is the knowledge that the owner, not a thief, recovered the backbone of
the craft, along with the shredded skin. Battery, receiver, motor, wheels and all but one servo lived to fly again.
The motor will require some attention, though, as it had to be dug out of the soft ground. It was imbedded below
ground level approximately 12 inches.
Should you lose a plane, consider the options before heading out. It is strongly recommended that someone is
aware of your intentions, you have their cell phone number, you have a fully charged cell phone, plenty of
water and a maximum time limit to be out searching. Also consider contacting an officer of the club to arrange
for a Search & Rescue mission.

